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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

DECEMBER 8. 1998

The Regents of the University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, December 8, 1998, in the
Roberts Room of Scholes Hall. A copy of the public notice is on file in the Office of the
President.
Regents Present:
Larry D. Willard, President
David A. Archuleta, Vice President
Kimberly A. Richards, Secretary/Treasurer
Barbara G. Brazil
Penny Taylor Rembe
Mary A. Tang
Richard Toliver
Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
Fred Melendres, President, Associated Student ofUNM (After 1:40 p.m.)
Jonathan Porter, President, Faculty Senate
Karin Retskin, President, Staff Council
Members of the Administration, the media and others
Absent:
Laura Hueter Bass, President, Alumni Association
Ann Rhoades, President, UNM Foundation
Annie Shank, President, Graduate & Professional Students Association

******
Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1: 10 p.m.

******

•

1

Executive Session
Immediately following the open meeting on November 10, 1998, the Regents met in executive
session regarding pending/threatened litigation, pursuant to Section 10-15-H.(7) NMSA 1978,
and limited personnel matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H.(2) NMSA 1978. Regents Larry D.
Willard, David A. Archuleta, Kimberly A. Richards, Barbara G. Brazil, Penny Taylor Rembe,
Mary A. Tang, and Richard Toliver were present and hereby attest that the only matters discussed
in the executive session were pending/threatened litigation and limited personnel matters as
noticed.

•

******
Adoption of Agenda
Regent David Archuleta moved to adopt the agenda. Regent Penny Taylor Rembe seconded the
motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board membe.rs unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
Public Input
UNM students Adriana Nieto, Celeste Hernandez-Gerety, Jasmin Brien, and Almarosa SilvaBanuelos spoke in favor of the proposed Bachelor of Arts Degree in Women's Studies.
Professor Beulah Woodfin, past president of the Faculty Senate, thanked outgoing Regents
Rembe, Brazil, Richards, and Willard for their service to the University.

•

******
Approval of Summarized Minutes of November 10,1998 Board Meeting
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved to approve the summarized minutes of the November 10,
1998 Board meeting. Regent Barbara Brazil seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******

/',
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•

Administrative Report - UNM Interim President William C. Gordon

Julie Weaks - UNM Interim Vice President for Business and Finance Designee
Julie Weaks, Budget Director, has been named Interim Vice President for Business and Finance.
Ms. Weaks' appointment begins at the end of January, 1999, upon retirement of the current Vice
President, David Mc Kinney. President Gordon noted that Ms. Weaks has a broad based
knowledge of the entire University and an excellent understanding of the business and finance
area. Her understanding of the Health Sciences campus as well as the main campus is an
important plus for Administration. Ms. Weaks has also played a major role for the University
over the past few years in her interaction with the State Legislature in helping construct the
University's legislative agenda. President Gordon said he was very pleased that the University
has a person of Ms. Weaks' quality available, and expressed the University's gratefulness to Ms.
Weaks for being willing to assume this duty. It is expected that Ms. Weaks will serve in her new
capacity for approximately 18 months, during which time a national search will be conducted for
a permanent replacement for Vice President Mc Kinney.
Manuel Montoya - UNM Rhodes Scholar

•

President Gordon introduced Manuel "Manny" Montoya, one of UNM' s most outstanding
students, in whom UNM has its first Rhodes Scholar since the early 1970's. President Gordon
said that Mr. Montoya, who is also a Truman Scholar, has meant a great deal to UNM and to his
own home community of Mora, New Mexico. During his years at UNM, Mr. Montoya has
drawn the attention of faculty and students alike by representing not only the best UNM has in
terms of academic achievement, but equally through his service orientation to the campus and his
home community. UNM is privileged to have Manuel Montoya as a member of the UNM
campus community, and President Gordon asked everyone to join him in giving Manny the
heartiest of congratulations.
Mr. Montoya responded that he wanted to thank each and everyone, for he felt that the award was
as much the University's as it was his. He said he was proud he was able to bring it to UNM, but
that there were many students who could have had this honor as well, and he was humbled that it
was he who could share it with them. He said he was honored and would continue to do his best
for UNM, his community of Mora, and his family.
Regents Medals To Be Awarded at Fall Commencement
Regents' Meritorious Service Medals will be awarded to Vice President for Business and
Finance, David Mc Kinney, and Charles Key, M.D., the principal investigator and Medical
Director of the New Mexico Tumor Registry. Regents' Recognition Medals will be presented to
Richard Morris, former President of the UNM Foundation, and George Friberg, former President
of the UNM Alumni Association .

•
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Regents' Lecturers, College of Arts and Sciences
The College of Arts and Sciences has appointed four new Regents' Lecturers for the period 1998
to 2001. They are Jane E. Selverstone, Associate Professor, Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences, Alejandro Aceves, Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics and Statistics,
Kenneth M. Roberts, Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, and Steven W.
Gangestad, Associate Professor, Department of Psychology. The Regents' Lecturers
appointments go to associate professors in the University who in the view of the University have
made outstanding teaching and research contributions and have established distinguished careers
as teachers and researchers.

•

Gerald W. May Staff Recognition Awards
Three staff members will be recognized with the Gerald W. May award this year: Terry
Gugliotta, UNM Archivist, Robert E. Harper, Custodial Services Supervisor, and Judith S.
Larsen, Occupational Therapist, Carrie Tingley Hospital. The award ceremony will be held at
University House, December 10 from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Commission on Higher Education Funding Recommendations for 1999-2000
President Gordon noted that a two-month legislative session is on the horizon. Three weeks ago,
UNM made presentations to the Commission on Higher Education, and the Commission came
forward with its funding recommendations for the universities. UNM went to the CHE with a
plan for increasing faculty and staff salaries as its highest priority. Starting with salary and
compensation increases of approximately 8% in the first year, UNM's plan calls for gradual
increases in faculty and staff salaries across a five-year period that would ultimately raise the
faculty and staff salaries to the average of UNM' speers. CHE has recommended a 6% increase
for faculty and staff salaries as part of its first-tier, and recommended the additional 2% as part of
the second tier. President Gordon said this was one of the strongest salary and compensation
increase recommendations to come out of the CHE in a while. Another issue of great importance
to UNM is an increase in its building renewal and replacement formula. If fully funded, it would
produce on a yearly basis approximately 2.5% of the current replacement value for all UNM
buildings. In the past, the formula has been funded at only 23%, resulting in some of the
difficulties UNM has had with infrastructure decay and a number of other needs on campus.
This year CHE has recommended that the Legislature increase funding for building renewal and
replacement from 23% ofthe formula to 38% of the formula, which would bring an increase of
about $5 million to UNM. CHE has also recommended a significant enrichment of UNM' s
extended learning formula, an important issue because the return for off-campus courses is much
less than the return for main campus courses. CHE's recommendation would mean an increase
of almost $850,000 for UNM. CHE also recommended a major increase in library acquisitions
formula funding, which would basically move the cost per volume from $37 to $65, an increase
of about $2 million for UNM. On the downside, CHE has recommended that this year the
Legislature take a 3.5% tuition credit, which means that the value of a 3.5% tuition increase
4
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would be deducted from UNM's legislative appropriation. In order. to stay constant, at the state
level with this year's funding, UNM would have to increase tuition by 3.5% at a minimum in
order to offset that tuition credit. The University intends to forcefully argue against this
recommendation. In terms of capital recommendations, CHE will recommend $8.5 million for
the construction of a new Architecture and Planning building, $1.3 million for a new clean room
in the manufacturing technology engineering program, and $2 million for an increase in Health
Sciences Center patient care equipment, as well as some planning money for a Health Sciences
Center educational building. Recommendations were also made for computing infrastructure
enhancement on the order of about $500,000 on the main campus and almost a million dollars in
Health Sciences. CHE has also recommended that statewide there be additional funding for
infrastructure renovation and expansion of $25 million, and UNM would get its proportional
share of that amount. Overall, it is a very strong recommendation out of CHE. It now goes to
the Legislative Finance Committee. The University presidents as well as a number of other
representatives from the Universities will be meeting with the Legislative Finance Committee on
December 17 to present their own funding requests. This morning, Council presidents of the
state universities met to go over what will be presented. In addition to the funding requests, the
presidents of the four-year institutions have authorized three important documents to be
presented to the LFC: an accountability report for higher education in New Mexico (a first for
higher education); a plan for enhancement of teacher education throughout the state; and a
document dealing with the economic impact of higher education in New Mexico and the role of
higher education in economic development.
Sport and Life Skills Program
The Sport and Life Skills Program, directed by Mr. Don Ross ofthe Athletic Department, teaches
athletes in all sports to take control of their personal, athletic, and academic lives. The program
encourages all athletes to engage in community service such as working in concert with the
state's juvenile justice program. At the present time, all UNM athletes under that program are
required to devote ten hours of their time to community service, and through this program,
athletes are representing UNM in a variety of capacities. Another of UNM' s important
community-service programs is the Read with the Lobos Program. UNM has a right to be proud
of what its student athletes have accomplished and the way they represent the University in a
positive light through their efforts in the community.
President Gordon concluded his administrative report.

Comments From Regents' Advisors
Jonathan Porter, President. Faculty Senate
Dr. Porter said that on behalf of the faculty he would like to second Professor Woodfin's thanks
to the Regents who are retiring. He said that in his brief time as Faculty Senate President he
considered it a privilege to have worked with the Regents .

•
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Dr. Porter said that he wanted to talk to the Regents about the African-American Studies and
Women's Studies Programs from the standpoint of the general nature or appropriateness of
interdisciplinary programs at the University of New Mexico, the question in this case being
simply whether such programs are appropriate to UNM's mission. Dr. Porter drew the Board's
attention to the North Central Association Accreditation Report. The report has been finished,
and the visiting team will be coming to UNM in January. This is in a sense the body and the
process that holds UNM's feet to the fire academically and in various ways, ascertaining whether
the University is doing the right thing and how well it is doing it. In reading the report, Dr.
Porter said three things came to his attention with respect to the programs under consideration
for approval. General Institutional Requirements No. 14 states: "Its degree programs are
compatible with the institution's mission and are based on recognized fields of study at the
higher education level." Dr. Porter said that it seemed to him that these two programs have
abundantly documented that requirement. Indeed, these programs are based on recognized
fields--almost 200 in one case and well over 150 in the other, judging by other major
Universities. Thus, they are not a radical departure from academic programs in any way. In a
sense, this is a kind of answer to the NCA equivalency requirements. The other is the mission of
the University of New Mexico: "The mission of the University of New Mexico is to educate
students by developing their intellectual and creative skills and capabilities so students may be
well equipped to participate in the world as productive and enlightened individuals." Dr. Porter
said this statement was very broad, but he thought intentionally so. It relates to the proposals
before the Regents today, and, generally speaking, interdisciplinary programs as a whole have
precisely this mission. In other words, they coincide with this first statement of mission of the
University of New Mexico. Thirdly--and this is more of an historical sort of observation, drawn
again from the NCA Accreditation Report--it is about the indicators of the impact ofUNM 2000.
Dr. Porter recalled that in a 1992 meeting, then Provost Risser stressed a point developed in both
the 1988 UNM 2000 draft and the 1990 plan which "recognized that many of the world's most
critical issues and many of the most challenging topics are located between and among traditional
academic disciplines." Provost Risser further noted that interdisciplinary approaches will be
encouraged at UNM and that "faculty will be rewarded for high-quality performance in these
endeavors." The Provost was especially enthusiastic about the interdisciplinary opportunities
presented by the Honors Program in the proposed core curriculum. In light of the foregoing, Dr.
Porter said he wanted to suggest that the answer to the question "Are these programs appropriate
to UNM?" is that they are extremely appropriate to UNM. They fit well into UNM's mission and
plans as envisioned by UNM 2000. Dr. Porter urged the Regents to pass favorably on both.

•

•

Karin Retskin, President. Staff Council
Staff Council would like to thank the Administration for their continued support of keeping
faculty and staff salaries as a top priority again this year in the legislative session. Staff Council
has just about finalized its e-mail guidelines for all staff e-mail. The proposal will come to the
Staff Council at this month's meeting and will be voted upon in January. On-line activity is
expected to begin shortly thereafter. Staff Council is also looking forward to attending open
forums on the presidential search and are quite eager to participate in that activity. In closing,
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Ms. Retskin said she would like to thank the departinK Regents for their continued support of the
University.

Re2ents' Comments
Regent Kimberly Richards said it was recently brought to her attention that there is a feeling on
campus that faculty equate retention to remedial. She asked Dr. Porter if he felt that was a true
statement, that is, are retention programs useless because they are only dealing with remedial
issues that should have been dealt with before they came to the university level or is there value
in retention programs outside of just remedial efforts? Dr. Porter said he was not sure just how
much he could reflect a broad feeling across the campus because he thought it was probably very
diverse, but he thought that retention was not just an issue of remediation. There are many
reasons for lack of retention. There are economic impacts on students. There are issues that
have nothing to do with academic remediation, that is, academic preparation which students
bring to UNM, so he said he would certainly disagree with anybody who said that retention was
truly remediation, though no doubt that is a factor. In other words, the degree of preparation of
students coming into UNM and whether they require any kind of remediation is bound to have an
effect on retention to some degree. Hopefully, those things can be overcome, and that is where
retention efforts would work and be successful, although it is doubtful whether they will always
be successful.

•

Regent Larry Willard said he would like to comment on Regent continuity. Although he could
not know how the Governor's Office would respond to it, his recommendation would be that in
light of accreditation meetings taking place in January, there should be some sliding of Regents
past that time frame in order for the Board to have some continuity.

Status Report on Presidential Search
Regent Barbara Brazil, Chair of the Presidential Search Committee, reported that nominations
and applications for the position of president now total 141. 65 of this group have Hispanic
surnames, and 40 are female. Of the 141 nominations, 36 are now active, official candidates.
The active pool is changing on a daily, even hourly, basis. The Committee has been advised by
the consultant that specific ethnicity and gender information on the active candidate pool is not
officially available right now because each of those candidates must respond voluntarily to a
disclosure form. The Committee will have additional information on the active candidate pool at
a later date. As of December 4, the majority of those who are both nominees and in the applicant
pool are senior academic individuals, dean or above, including several sitting presidents. The
Search Committee began reading files and screening active candidates on December 1.
The statement of qualifications that is being used to judge individual files is on the web page.
The Committee received much input from student, faculty, and staff individuals both inside and
outside the University community in terms of how to best define and refine the statement of
qualifications being used in the process. Regent Brazil thanked everyone for helping out by
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giving input and helping the Committee to consider more thoroughly the factors that will be used
in determining who the next president will be.
Periodic reports are being made both to the academic community and to the community at large
on the search process. Two status reports have gone out to date, and will continue to be made
every two to three weeks until a slate of finalists is delivered to the Board of Regents. The
distribution list is about 500 individuals, and as the reports are made public and the status of the
candidate pool is updated, the information is posted on the presidential search web page. It is
there for everybody to see and comment on as the process moves forward.

•

******
Consent Agenda
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved to approve the Consent Agenda. Regent Kimberly Richards
seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A.

Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 11/30/98

The Finance and Facilities Committee recommends approval to dispose of property as listed on
the surplus property list dated 11/30/98.

•

A copy of the list is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A.
B.

Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff

The Health Sciences Committee recommends approval of the appointments to the UNM Health
Sciences Center Medical Staff.
A copy of the appointments is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit B.

******
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Women's Studies
&

Bachelor of Arts Degree in African American Studies

8
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Regent Barbara Brazil explained that the Women's Studies and African-American Studies degree
proposals were heard in depth at the Academic/Students Affairs Committee meeting. Despite
some discussion about the adequacy of the information provided at the Committee level, Regent
Brazil said she was satisfied the information submitted for today' s Board meeting addresses the
issues raised in Committee. She noted that she had had some extensive e-mail communications
with members of the academic community and the Administration on these proposals over the
past week and is satisfied that the existing resources such as instructors, courses already on the
books, and library support are in place, and that there is sufficient and significantly growing
student and faculty interest in these areas to support moving the programs forward. The
programs also have a great deal of potential to help the University recruit students and faculty
interested in these particular areas of inquiry and to help the University move forward in its
diversity goals in both of these areas.
Regent Brazil moved for approval of the Bachelor of Arts Degree in Women's Studies. The
motion was seconded by Regent Kimberly Richards.

•

Regent Larry Willard called for discussion. Regent Mary Tang said she had tremendous concern
about the way in which the proposals were presented to the Committee and to the full Board.
She said she questioned how they were allowed to go through the system as they did because the
information that is in the Academic/Student Affairs Committee meeting agenda is very different
from what is in the agenda for the full Board of Regents meeting today. This, she felt, set a very
dangen;ms precedent for the way the process was carried out. She said she had asked President
Gordon for information on departmental requirements in requesting degree status for their
programs and what kind of process has to be fulfilled in these different departments. She
questioned whether there was a single, University-wide policy governing this process, and said
she had tremendous hesitance in passing these proposals because right now there is no evidence
that such a process is in place and held to by all University departments.
Regent Brazil replied that the Commission on Higher Education and the University both have
fairly detailed processes and specific forms on which programs submit their information. The
point is that by the time the proposals reach the Regents' level the material should have been
synthesized to an adequate and manageable size. Regent Brazil said she was happy with that
result in this case.
Regent Richard Toliver said that it is more logical to the Regents to be given specific information
upon which to base their decisions, which was done in this case. Furthermore, everyone should
understand that when questions get raised, people should not go into a defensive crouch or be
offended by the questions since those questions are raised ultimately to bring to the issue the
facts as they need to be. He said he hoped that in the future as questions get raised about UNM's
mission, they will not be perceived as critical of any particular department, but as intended to
more finely define the mission. Regent Toliver said that what the Regents looked at today is the
result of prior processes and dialogue, and he supported the proposals .

•
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President Gordon said that in his discussions with Regent Tang he assumed the process she was
referring to was the process of reporting to the Regents. Although there has not been much
standardization as to what comes forward to the Regents and in what format, the approval
process per se is one that is very structured and moves through a variety of different units and the
Faculty Senate to check and determine what resources are available to support a proposal.
However, once it is approved and ready for submission to the Board of Regents, there are no
precise guidelines as to the form in which the information should be submitted.

•

Dr. Porter said that Regent Tang's concerns have to do with one of the most routine but
important functions of the Senate Faculty because it relates to the development and approval of
the academic program. It is comprised of a multitude of actions which are held to a very uniform
and systematic process of review, a process albeit invisible to the Regents. Nonetheless, it is
uniform, systematic and very, very thorough.
Regent Tang reiterated her dissatisfaction and said the process needs to be codified and not be
subjected merely to what anyone thinks the Regents would like to see. She said she needed to
see that, and having not seen it, she could not vote to approve these proposals.
Voice vote was taken. Regents Willard, Archuleta, Brazil, Rembe, Richards and Toliver voted
for the motion. Regent Tang opposed.
Motion carried.
Regent Brazil moved for approval of the Bachelor of Arts Degree in African American Studies.
Regent Richards seconded the motion.

•

Voice vote was faken. Regents Willard, Archuleta, Brazil, Rembe, Richards and Toliver voted
for the motion. Regent Tang opposed.
Motion carried.

******
Proposed Revisions of Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure, Section B., Faculty
Handbook
Before introducing this item, Regent Brazil said she would like to address the Board and the
audience. She said this was probably her last meeting as a member of the Board of Regents of
the University of New Mexico and she wanted to share with everyone that at her very first
meeting as a member of the Board, the Regents took up the subject of the revisions to the policy
on Academic Freedom and Tenure in the Faculty Handbook. Regent Brazil recalled that Sig
Hecker, then on the Board and the Chair of the Academic/Student Affairs Committee, was very
encouraged that the Board would have a very swift resolution to this issue. But since that time,
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the Board has had two, possibly three, submissions of the issue. However, Regent Brazil said
that over the six years she has been involved with the University, she has found that the Board
has done its best work and has had its best successes when everyone has collaborated, whether
the faculty, the staff or the Board of Regents, or the students, and whether it took six years or not,
a very good resolution has been reached, and the University has something that can be passed on
today that will help with all of the policy issues that have concerned the Regents and the faculty
over the last several years.
Regent Brazil said that this was an emotional moment for.her, and she wished to say how proud
she was of all the accomplishments the University has made over the six years she has been
associated with it. She said that although many of the things that have been accomplished like
post-tenure review, the core curriculum and this particular item have been sometimes fraught
with a little bit of dissension, but they have been successfully resolved, and she was very happy
about that just as she was with Dane Smith Hall, the new classroom building across the street,
and with the Technology Development Corporation, started in the first few months Regent
Brazil came to the Board, which will help the University develop research opportunities for its
faculty and to take out into the world some of the intellectual property of the University and help
bring in new resources so the University can do better with recruiting students and rewarding
faculty for the work they' do. She said she wanted to say how proud she.was of the University
and to thank everyone very much for the incredible amount of time they had spent with her,
helping her to learn and understand and really appreciate the University.

•

Regent Brazil moved for approval of the revisions of Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure,
Section B., Faculty handbook. The motion was seconded by Regent Toliver.
Regent Tang asked for a brief overiew of the modifications and wanted to know if they addressed
-the problems that have caused some of the litigation the Regents have had to be a part of.
Professor Harold Delaney, Chair, Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure, explained that
in tenns of the primary changes incorporated in the document the most obvious is simply a
structural change in organization to make it clearer and more usable. The responsibilities of the
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee are spelled out in more detail. One thing that is often
brought to the Committee's attention by faculty who feel they have not been treated fairly in the
tenure and promotion process is that certain procedures have not been followed. That is often a
component of their cases which normally has not been part of the purview of the Committee, but
is included in this revision. The procedures are detailed as to how decisions will be made and
what the appeal· process for that will be. In developing this revision, input was sought not only
from faculty committees but also chairs, deans, and administrators, and the Provost worked
closely with the Committee. A particular sticking point had been the appeal process to AFT
decisions. Those procedures have been rewritten and the way in which the appeal and the
decision will be carried out has been restructured so that in definite instances the appeal will go
to the president rather to the Board. And in a number of instances where appeals can be made to
the Board, the Board will have a discretionary appeal rather than a mandatory appeal.

•
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******

•

Contract Approval for Maintenance of IBM Equipment Located in Maui
Budget Director Julie Weaks explained that contract approvals ofthis type are fairly standard and
come to the Board every few months when such contracts exceed a certain dollar amount and
require Board of Regents' approval. The Maui contract is for $525,000 for one year and is
renewable for two more years. The contract was reviewed and approved by the Finance and
Facilities Committee and is recommended by them for the Board of Regents' approval.
Regent Richard Toliver moved for approval of the contract for maintenance of the IBM
equipment located in Maui. Regent David Archuleeta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
Revision of Regents' Policy 7.13. Business and Financial Matters: Receipt and Investment
of Gifts to the University

•

Budget Director Julie Weaks explained that the existing policy setting the limit for acceptance of
gifts at $1,000 has not been implemented for some time because of the small dollar amount. The
revision under consideration today is being made in conjunction with initiation of a policy by the
UNM Foundation for the acceptance of gifts.
The following paragraph has been struck from RPM 7.13.
The Board of Regents shall approve the acceptance of any gift of real property and any gift
that would require an estimated annual expenditure of more than $1,000 by the University.
Either the University or the UNM Foundation may accept all other gifts, subject to the
University'S agreement with the Foundation.
The foregoing paragraph has been replaced by the following.
The Board of Regents' approval shall be required prior to acceptance of: (1) any gift of real
property; (2) any gift of tangible personal property that would require an annual expenditure
of more than $50,000 by the University; or (3) any gift of tangible personal property valued
12
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in excess of$5,000, unless it is artwork; books, periodicals or personal papers; or equipment
or supplies used for research, instruction, patient care or support services. Either the
University or the UNM Foundation may accept all other gifts, subject to the University's
agreement with the Foundation. Any gift of tangible personal property that would require
an annual expenditure by the University of more than $25,000 but less than $50,000 shall
be presented to the Board of Regents' Finance and Facilities Committee for information

Regent David Archuleta moved for approval of the revision of Regents' Policy 7.13. Regent
Barbara Brazil seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
Revised Capital Project Approval: Third-floor Cancer Center Build-out

•

Budget Director Julie Weaks explained that the Cancer Center built shelled space in this location
on the third floor when the new Cancer Research and Treatment Center was constructed. The
space is now being filled in, but the cost of doing so exceeds the original cost approved by the
Board of Regents and thus this item has come back to the Board for approval of the additional
expenditure. The cost will be covered by an NIH grant and either indirect cost revenue from the
School of Medicine or research grants that will be substituted in lieu of indirect cost revenue.
Regent Richard Toliver moved for approval of the third-floor Cancer Center Build-out capital
project revision. Regent Penny Taylor Rembe seconded the motion.
V oice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
Selection of Architects: University Hospital Women's and Children's Wing Remodel
As required by Section 7.11 of the Regents Policy Manual, it is recommended that the Board of
Regents approve selection of an architect for the University Hospital Women's and Children's
Services remodels.
Regent Kimberly Richards moved for approval. Regent Mary Tang seconded the motion .

•
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******

•

Selection of Architects: Expansion and Renovation of Bratton HaIl- North Campus
As required by Section 7.11 of the Regents Policy Manual, it is recommended that the Board of
Regents approve the selection of Mazria Associates (Santa Fe, NM) as architect for the
expansion and renovation of Bratton Hall (Law School) on the north campus.
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved for approval. Regent Mary Tang seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
Preservation and Conservation Proposal
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe explained that this proposal was discussed in the Finance and
Facilities Committee on December 7, 1998, and will be dealt with in two sections. First, it is
important that the University recognize the value of its physical heritage and establish a policy of
historic preservation for the campus, individual buildings, the historic campus context, the
furniture, the fixtures, the paintings, and some of the landscape architecture. What is needed,
therefore, is approval of the policy as written under the Historical Preservation Committee
functions and establishment of a board so that an inventory of what the University has of value
on the campus can be made. This will be part of the Regents' Policy. Second, the principles and
means of maintenance for historic preservation need to be established, and that will be another
policy placed in the University Business Policies and Procedures Manual.

•

Regent David Archuleta asked whether the hands of future regents would be tied in regard to
how buildings are planned and developed in the future, or is this proposal just for existing
structures. He said he was most concerned with restrictions on the height of the Student Union
Building, a subject discussed in a previous Regents' meeting. Regent Rembe replied that she
thought historic preservation would not have anything to do with that issue which is covered
elsewhere. What is at issue here is the preservation of the University style--the style of the
Pueblo Revival that John Gaw Meem began here and some of the wonderful things in these
buildings. The aim here is to have an inventory taken and to provide some way for the people
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who will serve on the Committee to ascertain that the right thing is being done in keeping these
valuable resources here.
Regent Mary Tang asked which department at the University would be responsible for
performing the inventory and what provision there was for money to be set aside to ensure that
listed buildings would be maintained. She said she was concerned that taking care of some of
these very old buildings in a way that they are preserved will be tremendously expensive. Regent
Willard said that the advisory committee (the Historic Preservation Committee) would advise the
President, the Board of Regents, the Physical Plant Department, and the Department of Facility
Planning with regards to the University's historic resources. Regent Tang asked whether there
would be enough flexibility to allow a building to be destroyed or replaced if the University
could not afford to maintain it. Regent Rembe said that is one of the things the Committee will
have to decide. She added that one of the important facets of preservation is that people coming
back to the University want to find it looking like it did when they first came here--when you go
home you want it to look like home, and that is what makes you feel good about it.
Regent David Archuleta moved for approval of the policy of Historic Preservation for the
University of New Mexico Individual Buildings and Historic Site Contexts and approval to form
the Historic Preservation Committee. Regent Barbara Brazil seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.

•

Motion carried .
The Policy of Historic Preservation for the University of New Mexico Individual Buildings and
Historic Site Contexts is hereby made a part of these minutes as EXhibit C.

******
Revised Bylaws of the Carrie Tingley Hospital Advisory Board
Dr. William Troutman, Acting Vice President for Health Sciences, explained that the Carrie
Tingley HOSpital Advisory Board Bylaws are the result of a long and arduous process carried out
by the Carrie Tingley Advisory Group, which completed its work in May, 1998. The revised
bylaws are timely in that a new group of members of the Advisory Board were approved by the
Board of Regents at its November, 1998, meeting. This will allow them to begin their term of
office with the improved bylaws. From the University'S standpoint, the new bylaws also clarifY
some of the reporting logistics, and administrative details that relate to the operation and
governance of Carrie Tingley Hospital.
Regent Kimberly Richards moved for approval of the revised Bylaws of the Carrie Tingley
Hospital Advisory Board. Regent Penny Taylor Rembe seconded the motion .

•
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Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******

•

Revision of Re2ents' Policy 1.3 Concernin2 Closed Meetin2s
University Counsel Nick Estes explained that recommendation is made for revision of (1)
Regents Policy Manual1.3.7.b., Closing an Open Meeting, to make the procedure for closing an
open meeting more consistent with the Open Meetings Act, and (2) revision of RPM 1.3.7.c.,
Calling a Closed Meeting Outside of an Open Meeting, to clarify the procedure for noticing
closed meetings called for outside of open meetings.
RPM 1.3.7.b. specifies that the intent to close an open meeting must be included on the agenda.
The Open meetings Act, however, specifies that an open meeting may be closed to discuss an
item already on the agenda if the matter qualifies for one of the exceptions and there is a proper
vote to close that portion of the meeting. It is not necessary to anticipate such a closure in
advance and include it on the agenda. The requested revision removes this unnecessary
restriction.
RPM 1.3.7 .c.1, pertaining to public notice of a closed meeting, has been reworded to indicate
that when a closed meeting is called for as a separate meeting, the notice that the meeting will be
closed, in whole or part, is to be given either in the notice of the meeting or on the agenda made
available in advance.

•

Regent Penny Taylor Rembe asked whether these policies apply also to the Regents'
Subcommittee meetings. University Counsel Nick Estes said that the Committees voluntarily
follow these policies and procedures, but are not required to do so by law since the Committees
do not comprise a quorum.
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved for approval of the revision of Regents' Policy 1.3
concerning closed meetings. Regent Richard Toliver seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
The Annual Meetin2 of the Re2ents of the University of New Mexico as the Member of the
Science & Technolo2Y Corporation @ UNM
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The University of New Mexico Board of Regents met as the Member of the Science &
Technology Corporation @ UNM. Mr. Charles Wellborn, President/CEO of Science &
Technology Corporation @ UNM, brought before the Board four items for approval: the
Summarized Minutes of the November l3, 1997 STC Annual Meeting; the revised STC Bylaws;
the external audit of June 30,1998 and 1997; and approval of continuing members of the STC
Board of Directors.
•

Approval of the Summarized Minutes of the November l3. 1997 Meeting
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved for approval. Regent Kimberly Richard seconded
the motion. Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

•

Approval of the Revised STC Bylaws
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved for approval. Regent David Archuleta seconded the
motion. Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

•

A copy of the revised STC Bylaws is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A.

•

Approval of External Audit of June 30. 1998 and 1997
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved for approval. Regent Barbara Brazil seconded the
motion. Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A copy of the External Audit of June 30, 1998 and 1997 is hereby made a part of these
minutes as Exhibit B.

•

Approval of Continuing Members of the STC Board of Dirctors. William Miller and
Alberto Gutierrez
Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved for approval. Regent David Archuleta seconded the
motion. Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

•

******
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Regent Penny Taylor Rembe moved to adjourn the open meeting and reconvene in executive
session. Regent Barbara Brazil seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

******
Open Meeting ended at 2:30 p.m.

******
Executive Session on Pending Threatened Litigation, Pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H.(7)
NMSA 1978, and Limited Personnel and Student Matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1H.(2) and Section 10-15-1-H.(4) NMSA 1978
The Regents met in executive session as noticed.

•

APPROVED:

~-~
President

~

ATTEST:

SecretaryITreasurer
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MATERIEL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENTS
Surplus Property / Postal Services
Records Management Center
Fuel Management / Recycling
1128 University Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-3061

TO:

David L. Mc Kinney, Vice President for Business and Finance

FROM:

Bruce Cherrin, Director, Purchasing and Materiel Management

SUBJ:

Surplus Property List dated 11/30/98

DATE:

November 30, 1998

0\);"\
ftJ,;i1<

Attached, please find two copies of our most recent list of surplus
property items which require Board of Regents approval for disposal.

•

We appreciate your assistance in placing this list on the next
meeting agenda .
Thank you.

xc: Bill Britton
Vince Trollinger

RECEIVED
NOV 301998
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SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTMENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST

11/30/98
Page

UNM 10

DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP

DESCRIPTION

MFG/MAKE

MODEL

SERIAL #

84176
105088
105089
105348
105350
139287
144470
148515
149550
152584
167246
167359
167588
168485
169871
170703
171031
171423
171884
173609
173676
173677
173678
173679
173680
178659
182929
183256
184490
184973
185249
185895
185896
186685
186756
186757
186758
187056

SOH-CELL BIOLOGY & PHYSIO
COLLEGE OF NURSING
COLLEGE OF NURSING
COLLEGE OF NURSING
COLLEGE OF NURSING
BIOLOGY
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN
CTR MICRO-ENGINEERED MATE
BIOLOGY
SOM-MEDICAL INVESTIGATOR
EDUC-INDIVIDUAL,FAMILY &
ART & ART HISTORY
SOH·MEDICAL INVESTIGATOR
ART & ART HISTORY
LOS ALAMOS BRANCH
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
BIOLOGY
EDUC-MANZANITA CENTER
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN
CTR MICRO·ENGINEERED MATE
PRESIDENTS OFFICE
PRESIDENTS OFFICE
PRESIDENTS OFFICE
PRESIDENTS OFFICE
PRESIDENTS OFFICE
LOS ALAMOS BRANCH
HSC-LIBRARY
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN
SOH·MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA\J
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA\J
ART & ART HISTORY
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA\J
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA\J
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA\J
SOH·MEDICAL INVESTIGATOR

FREEZER
MODEL PRENATAL ABDN BLP
MODEL PRENATAL ABDN BLP
DEFIBRILLATOR
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
TRANSILLUMINATOR
STITCHER MACHINE
ANALYZER
ELECTROPHORESIS APPARATUS
ILLUMITRAN
CAMERA VIDEO
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER PRINTER/PLOTTER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
PROJECTOR FILMSTRIP
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER PRINTER
COPIER
DETECTOR
CHAIR OFFICE
CHAIR OFFICE
CHAIR OFFICE
CHAIR OFFICE
CHAIR OFFICE
FAX MACHINE
COMPUTER TAPE BACK-UP SYS
COMPUTER PRINTER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COPIER
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COHPUTER PRINTER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER PRINTER

KELVINATOR
OMNI
OMNI
ELCTRDYNE
BURDICK
UV PRODUCTS
XEROX
QNTICHROM
LKB
BO\JENS
PANASONIC
ZENI TH'
HE\JLETT PACKARD
IBM
NMSCHOOLP
ZENITH
ZENITH
TEC
CANON
CHIRATECH
GUN LOCKE
GUN LOCKE
GUN LOCKE
GUN LOCKE
GUN LOCKE
RICOH
DIGITAL
HE\JLETT PACKARD
COMPAQ
ZENITH
CANON
IBM
IBM
APPLE
IBM
IBM
TUti
H[I.JLETT PACKAfW

N/A
N/A
PALP
N/A
N/A
C63

129837
N/A
N/A
1708
79033
N/A
719-002158
1063XL
9396390
HB88243
3XA01388
4360H0197C
2325A35904
06893
12331
537DF0057
552DJ0307
BJ19BU
33106497
N/A
83031
83031
83031
83031
83031
041931
P171408851
2731J60491
4844HT2H0095
35EF000513
04700
72 9015527
15675
F915606H5665
23 7094262
23 7167353
23 7096807
2917A 11823

A

05-10
N/A
N/A
N/A
ZF 151 52
7475A
5150
INSTRUCTOR II
Z\J-158

ZF 158 42
N/A
M277
NiA
ROSE
ROSE
TAUPE
TAUPE
TAUPE
H-120/R120
TU-81 PLUS
33440A
386
ZBF 2526
NP1218
70
5204
HACII CX
30
30
30
2277A

ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION
73
75
75
76
76
81
81
82
82
82
84
85
85
84
86
86
85
85
86
86
86
86
86
86
86
87
87
88
89
89
91
89
89
89
89
89
89
89

539.00
802.00
802.00
2,494.00
1,181.00
684.00
3,906.00
12,520.00
680.00
577.00
1,140.00
1,394.00
1,439.00
3,700.00
528.00
1,589.00
1,299.00
1,428.00
2,839.00
1,990.00
551.00
551.00
551.00
518.00
518.00
1,500.00
13,963.00
1,608.00
6,748.00
2,722.00
3,850.00
6,069.00
1,627.00
2,891.00
3,077.00
2,188.00
2,188.00
617.00

BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
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SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTMENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST

11/30/98
Page 2

UNM 10

DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP

OESCR I PTI ON

MFG/MAKE

MODel

SERIAL #

187593
188447
189066
189067
189068
189069
189070
189071
189072
189073
189074
189075
189076
189077
189078
189079
189080
189111
189806
189987
190171
190172
190178
190179
190180
191589
191607
191705
191706
192951
193033
194203
194231
195422
195425
195435
195437
195508
196049

LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN
LOS ALAMOS BRANCH
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
CARRIE TINGLEY HOSPITAL
HSC-LIBRARY
LA~ SCHOOL
LA~ SCHOOL
LA~ SCHOOL
LA~ SCHOOL
LAW SCHOOL
LOS ALAMOS BRANCH
LOS ALAMOS BRANCH
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LA~
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN
LIBRARY-ZIMMERMAN
ANDERSON SCHOOL OF MANAGE
LA~ SCHOOL
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
ART & ART HISTORY
SOM-ANESTHESIOLOGY

COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
PROJECTOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER MONITOR
EXERCISE BIKE
COMPUTER MONITOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COPIER
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM

~YSE

M310
SNTO
30
JC1403HMA
30
JC1403HMA
30
JC1403HMA
70
JC1403HMA
70
JC1403HMA
30
JC1403HMA
30
JC1403HMA
30
JC1403HMA
ERGOMETER
4055
MX4575
MZ4575
MZ45575
MZ4575
MZ4575
8555U41
38633
8530E21
8550061
386SX
Z286LP
F230900
1280A
386SX
386SX
ZMF248X4
ZMF248X4
2CV3276EF
"'297

40871
21000
23 9671240
98N12417Z
23 9671292
95M02735C
23 9671220
98N07593Z

EIKI
IBM
NEC
IBM
NEC
IBM
NEC
IBM
NEC
IBM
NEC
IBM
NEC
IBM
NEC
IBM
NEC
CYBEX
IBM
SAMSUIit
SAMSUNG
SAM SUNG
SAM SUNG
SAM SUNG
IBM
2000
IBM
IBM
ZENITH
ZENITH
CANON
LEADING TECH
ZENITH
ZENITH
ZENITH
ZENITH
ZENITH
APPLE
GATE~AY

n

8011733

98N12501Z
72 8011569
98N12417Z
23 9671365
99H4m8Z
23 9671128
98N07415Z
23 96712228
98N07596Z
P2031309
0020369
00101045
90800830
00101196
00101019
00100747
23YTlZR
0584621
239870062
784716134
103CD010957
042AE004872
TXB19060
OY12012
107EC009342
107EC009343
107EC009308
107EC009344
105EE008650
701224

ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION
90
91
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
91
90
90
90
90
90
90
92
93
91
91
91
91
91
92
92
92
92
92
92
92

3,498.00
825.00
1,475.00
552.00
1,475.00
552.00
1,515.00
552.00
3,305.00
552.00
3,860.00
552.00
1,515.00
552.00
1,515.00
552.00
1,475.00
552.00
995.00
3,472.00
1,187.00
1,187.00
1,187.00
1,187.00
1,187.00
1,999.00
1,735.00
1,468.00
1,938.00
2,199.00
1,799.00
3,889.00
1,324.00
1,702.00
1,702.00
1,653.00
1,653.00
3,130.00
1,578.00

OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
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11/30/98

SURPLUS PROPERTY DEPARTMENT
DISPOSITION APPROVAL LIST

UNM 10

DEPT TURNING IN EQUIP

DESCRIPTION

196077
196532
196533
196762
196768
196808
196809
197063
197331
197963
199269
200414
200556
202415
202565
202685
203782
205337
206090
206469
208393
208917
208922
209078
209878
209884
209892
210398
210399
210571
217150
220588
228291

SOH-EMERGENCY MEDICINE
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LAY
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LAY
SOH-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SOH-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LAY
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC LAY
EDUC-INDIVIDUAL,FAMILY &
SOH-COHPUTER SERVICES
SOH-ANESTHESIOLOGY
EDUC-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SOH-MEDICAL INVESTIGATOR
EDUC-LEADERSHIP & ORG LEA
SOH-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
LIBRARY-FINE ARTS
COLLEGE ENRICHMENT PROGRA
SOH-SURGERY
SOH-DEPT Of NEUROSCIENCES
SOM-MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
COLLEGE ENRICHMENT PROGRA
SOH-ANESTHESIOLOGY
SOH-ANESTHESIOLOGY
SOH-NEUROLOGY
LOS ALAMOS BRANCH
LOS ALAMOS BRANCH
LOS ALAMOS BRANCH
GOLF COURSES
GOLF COURSES
NEY MEXICO UNION
COMPUTING CENTER/CIRT
SOM-SURGERY
SOM-ANESTHESIOLOGY

COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
ARCHIE
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
IBM
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
IBM
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
GATEYAY 2000
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
GATEYAY 2000
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUADD
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPUADD
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
IBM
COMPUTER MONITOR
E MACHINES
COHPUTER PRINTER
APPLE
COMPUTER PORTABLE
COMPAQ
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
MAXTOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
AMERICAN TELEDATA
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
COMPAQ
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
MAXTOR
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
YYSE
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
ZENITH
CAMERA
DYCAM INC
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
GATEWAY 2000
FAX MACHINE
HEYLETT PACKARD
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
ZEN I TH'
SCANNER
UMAX
COHPUTER PRINTER
APPLE
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
ZENITH
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
GATEYAY 2000
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
GATEYAY 2000
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
GATEYAY 2000
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
METRO COMPUTER YORLD
COMPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
METRO COMPUTER YORLD
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
METRO COMPUTER YORLD
COMPUTER TAPE BACK-UP SYS APS
SCANNER
NIKON
COHPUTER CPU/SYSTEM
APPLE

COUNT OF ITEMS TO AUCTION

MFG/MAKE

110

Page

MODEL

SERIAL #

PX145
8555U41
8530
38625L
38625L
316S
316S
855U41
GDM1602
M2000
2820B
U3860X33
23612
425S
U3860X33
YY3016SXOl
UBP003400

N/A
23YVLPY
23p0952
460804744355
460801
541489
541411
23PFTVA
5202327
M0097LLA
F252HCH32253
N/A
5429057
A320HEP60315
N/A
IJZM1501516
3LSARK004621
401268
1968587
JPA3B11409
4NSBIJM006344
A1318384
F13460XQ108
4GSBWN003832
2517865
2091806
2091800
N/A
N/A
N/A
A460819
221141
LC33267PVA3

4

4DX33
FAX 900
UBC00270001
UC630
M5890
ZSELECT100
4SX33
4SX33V
4SX33V
4860 X
4DX250
4SX25
HYPERDAT22
LS1000
M1254

COST OF ITEMS TO AUCTION

ACQDATE ACQUISITION COST EXPLANATION
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
92
93
93
94
93
93
94
92
94
94
94
95
95
93
94
95
95
94
94
95
94
94
96
96
94

1,759_00
1,999_00
1,739.00
1,907.00
1,907.00
999.00
999.00
1,999.00
1,672.00
1,177.00
2,266.00
1,099.00
828.00
1,287.00
1,099.00
2,112.00
1,544.00
1,593.00
1,985.00
769.00
1,454.00
1,562.00
2,100.00
1,951.00
1,380.00
1,515.00
1,669.00
1,619.00
1,444.00
1,224.00
1,017.00
2,184.00
1,715.00

207,886.00

OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
OBSOLETE
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
BEYOND REPAIRS
OBSOLETE
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
HEAL TH SCIENCES CENTER

TO:

U1\JM BOARD OF REGENTS

FROM:

REGENTS' HEALTH SCIENCES COMMITTEE

SUBJECT:

Recommendation to the Board of Regents to approve appointments to
UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff

For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on December 8, 1998.

APPLICABLE REGENTS' POLICY:

RPM 2.13.2

REQUESTED ACTION: Approval of the following appointments to the UNM Health
Sciences Center Medical Staff:
Permanent Reappointments 1999/2000*

•

ANESTHESIOLOGY
Kannella M. Franic, CRNA
Larry K. K vols, MD
Nivine H. Doran, MD
FAMIL Y PRACTICE
Gayle Chacon, MD
Olga Eaton, MD
Marisa S. Huff, MSN
Laura L. LaFlamme, NP
Anna Lake, MD
Melissa Martinez, MD
Melvina McCabe, MD
Brian G. Solan, MD

•

MEDICINE
Arthur D. Bankhurst MD
Mark Burge, MD
Kathleen Colleran, :VID
David Coultas, MD
Michael H. Crawford, MD
Richard I. Dorin, MD
Walter B. Fom1an, YlD
Dana Fotieo, MD
Ann Gateley, MD

MED ICINE-cont' d
Diane E. Goade, MD
Fred Hashimoto, MD
Mazen M. Jamal, MD
David James, MD
Patricia Kapsner, MD
William H. Knospe, MD
Jeffrey B. Leverence, MD
Robert Lindeman, MD
Aroop Mangalik, MD
Pope Moseley, MD
Andrew S. Narva, MD
Ivan G. Pinon, MD
Albert J. Rizzoli, MD
John M. Robertson, MD
Lorenzo Rossaro, MD
Richard Rubin, MD
John Saiki, MD
Julie Snyder-Broyles, MD
Elaine Thomas, MD
Craig Timm, MD
Carolyn Voss, MD

•

Permanent Reappointments 1999/2000* - continued

NEUROLOGY
Thomas 1. Carlow, MD
Corey C. Ford, MD
Davis G. Gorman, MD
Joanna G. Katzman, MD

PATHOLOGY
Therese 1. Bocklage, MD
Mary K. Foucar, MD
Donald E. Wheeler, MD
Ross Zumwalt, MD

OB\GYN
Martha A. Kayne, CNM
Anne-Marie Lehmann, NP
Mary P. Masuk, NP
Ruth Elaine Regan, CNM
Deborah T. Spurlock, CNM
Provisional to Permanent Appointments:

ANESTHESIOLOGY
Sharon Hensley, CRNA

•

EMERGENCY MEDICINE
David Wachter, MD
FAMILY & COMMUNITY
MEDICINE
Robin Fishman, PA
Maureen Kelly, MD
Laura LaFlamme, CFNP
Patricia Morrow, MD
Michael Mumik, MD
Darlene Shumway, FNP
MEDICINE
Robert Leverence, MD.

OB/GYN
Eve Espey, MD
Mary Greulich, CNM
Martha Kayne, CNM
Joseph Ogburn, MD

PSYCHIATRY
Lisa Forrest, MD
Cynthia King, MD
Gerardo Villarreal, MD
RADIOLOGY
Samuel Wolpert, MD
SURGERY
Patty Lee, MD

Provisional Appointments:

ANESTHESIOLOGY
Tina Heim, MD
Melinda King, MD
Michele Moro, MD
Robert Rudawsky, MD.

•

EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Mari Forbes, MD*
Michael Hsu, MD

•

Provisional Appointments - continued
OB/GYN
Deborah Hill, CNM - Associate*
Margaret Onuska, CNM -Associate*

F AMIL Y & COMMUNITY
MEDICINE
Sean Faherty, MD
David Fuhnnann, MD
Kevin Griffith, MD
Maureen Small, MD
Bertha Tien, MD*

PATHOLOGY
Andrew Horvath, MD - Associate
Jeffrey Huser, MD - Associate
Marcia Wills, MD - Associate

MEDICINE
Malcolm Purdy, MD
Sandra McClelland, NP - Associate
Kenneth Vega, MD
Ralph Williams, MD

PEDIATRICS
Christine Kelley, P A - Associate
Lily Lou, MD

NEUROLOGY
Daniel Shibuya, MD

•

* contingent upon a favorable response from the National Practitioner Data Bank.
Note: all appointments are active unless indicated as associate.

PENDING APPROVAL BY THE REGENTS' HEALTH SCIENCES COMMITTEE:
December 7, 1998.

RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:

•

William C. Gordon, Ph.D.
Interim President, University of New Mexico

-'"

•

•

•

EXHIBIT C

•

DRAFT 12/98

Policy of Historic Preservation for the University of New Mexico
Individual Buildings and Historic Site Contexts
Policy Background and Intent
The purpose of the policy is taken from the master plan for the University of New Mexico.
The Barton Myers Campus Development Plan addressed historic preservation for the University of New
Mexico as follows:

2

DEVELOPMENT PLAN POLICIES (page 21)

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

•

The University of New Mexico Albuquerque campus contains several bUildings of historic
significance and value. Because the University president, Dr. William Tight, UNM became
one of the first institutions in the Southwest to adopt and promote the adobe style as an
important regional architectural style. The campus contains some of the earliest nonresidential interpretations of the Pueblo style.
Some buildings also have historic
significance because of the architects who designed them. John Caw Meem, a highly
respected New Mexico architect who helped to develop the southwestern adobe style, was
retained as campus architect from the early 1930 's to the late 1950 's and was responsible
for 30 campus bUildings during the period.
It is important that the University recognize the value of its physical heritage and establish
a policy of historic preservation for the campus - individual buildings alld historic campus
contexts.

The unique historic resources of the University of New Mexico provides a connection to
the past for students, faculty, staff, alumni, and the general public. They are essential to
alumni development, student recruitment, and to the public image of the University, and
help to define a sense of place.

•

The purpose of the policy is to provide tools to preserve and protect buildings, landscapes
and places or objects that represent and reflect the architecture and cultural heritage of the
University of New Mexico. The policy will be administered through the Historic
Preservation Committee which serves in an advisory capacity to the President and to the
Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico .

Submitted by: Joe McKinney, University Planner, Department of Facility Planning, University of New Mexico

•

University of New Mexico Historic Preservation Committee
Historic Preservation Committee
The University of New Mexico Historic Preservation Committee is a committee whose
function is to advise the President, the Board of Regents and other units and departments
of the University concerning the preservation of the historic resources of the University of
New Mexico.
The committee shall be appointed by the President and shall consist of consist five
members: The University Archivist, the University Planner, an anthropologist from the
Office of Contract Archeology, a faculty member at large, and a representative of the
UNM Alumni Association.
Committee Functions

•

•

In particular, the functions of the committee are:
•

Identify and inventory the historic resources of the University.

•

Nominate the historic resources for registry status that meet the Secretary of the
Department of the Interior Standards and Guidelines. (see attachment)

•

Monitor the historic resources for conservation, restoration, rehabilitation,
maintenance, and interpretation.

•

Advise the President, the Board of Regents, the Physical Plant Department, and the
Department of Facility Planning with regards to the University's historic resources.

•

Advise the University Planner on matters concerning the University structures that
are listed on the State Register of Cultural Properties and the National Register of
Historic Places .

•

Guiding Principles of the Historic Preservation Committee
The process of guiding preservation and rehabilitation of historic resources involves a list
of discrete and detailed recommendations. Rigid guidelines can miss important problems
that have not yet occurred or been previously noted. Guidelines should not be so restrictive
as to require extraordinary expense where no real purpose is served, or of not having the
ultimate positive effect anticipated.
The following set of Guiding Principles shall apply for all rehabilitation, restoration, and
maintenance efforts in a way that responds to both constant need for change and the desire
to preserve and reinforce the historic character of the University.
Appropriateness:
• Conservation, restoration, rehabilitation, maintenance and interpretation of historic
resources shall respect the time period and significance of each structure, group of
structures, or place.

•

•

Additions and Alterations:
• University buildings are an active and evolving part of the living campus. Design
guidelines should encourage adaptation and change while preserving character-defining
features.
• Buildings should be continuously preserved and maintained to present a positive
appearance to alumni, visitors, students, and the general public and to protect the
enduring value of the structures.
• Additions to historic structures should be avoided if possible. If required, additions
should designed to be as unobtrusive as possible, should not overwhelm the original
structure, and should be compatible in design and detailing to the original structure.
• When changes in use are needed, programming should emphasize uses which require
the least drastic changes to the structures.
• All historic structures should promote functional utility and convenience, energy
efficiency, and comfort to the greatest extent possible without compromising the
integrity of their historic character.
• All historic structures should provide maximum safety and accessibility to the
handicapped while maintaining the detailing and visibility of important building
facades.
• Only exterior facades should be covered by guidelines, unless interior changes are
visible from outside the structure or in cases where the interior of a structure has
architectural or historic significance.

•

•

Guiding Principles of the Historic Preservation Committee

page 2

Landscape and Open Space
• The relationship between the structure, the landscape, and the open space surrounding
them or between them helps define the character of the site and must be preserved,
maintained, used and developed carefully.
• New structures should not be placed in any way as to impose or compromise views of
any significant facades of historic structures.
• While streets, walks, and plazas can contribute to the functional utility of the site, they
should emphasize landscape appropriate to the era of the historic structures.
• Functional site elements such as parking lots, seating area, bike racks, trash
receptacles, dumpsters, and sign age should be carefully placed and respect historic
structures and sites.
• While trees and landscaping can add to the character and beauty of the site, landscape
features should not obscure historic structures or the relationship of them.
• Landscape resources have historic merit in their own right, and should be maintained
with respect to the historic landscape character.
Maintenance
• The cumulative effect of routine maintenance and minor alterations should be
considered as seriously for historic structures as major rehabilitation and new
construction.
Artworks and Decoration
• Historic artworks, sculpture, furniture, and decoration, both exterior and interior, are
essential to the understanding of the properties and their relationship with their original
context should be maintained .

•

